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River mater is open to the same danger as that
of shallow wells, for most rivers receive the sewige
discharge of the towns situated on them. Fortunately, river waters have a power of self-purifica$ion, for the sewage matter is furthes diluted by
affluents, springs, and surface drainage. I n addition to this, oxidation and purification are exerted
by aquatic animals and by vegetable life, and
flowing over rapids and falling over weirs assist in
the purification of water. Thus, at Hampton
Court, the Thames water contains no more sewage
inatter than it does over a hundred miles nearer its
source, although the sewage of several towns is received between the two places.
At Hampton are several waterworks, which
supply the needs of nearly the whole of London.
Arrangements can sometimes be made for parties to
go over the works and see how Thames water is
purified. From the river, large volumes of water
are pumped into tanks, where suspended impurities
are allowed to sink to the bottom. The clear upper
water is then drawn off and passed to filter beds.
These beds have a foundation of nnglaxed pipes,
through which the filtered water is drawn off to
supply the service pipes. Above the foundation is
a layer of coarse gravel ; above that a layer of fine
gravel; and above that a layer of not less than
12 in. of sand. When a filter bed has been in use
for a few days, a superficial gelatinous dcyosit
forms on the sand, and it is agreed that this film
has the power of intercepting bacteria, so that; only
about 2 per cent. of the total number find their
way into London drinking-water.
The efficacy of sand as a filtering modiuni was
well brought home during the cholera epidemic
which visited Hamburg in 1892. Hamburg, Altona,
and Wandsbeclr are three contiguous towns on the
Slbe, and only differed from each other in their
water supply. Wandsbeck was supplied by filtered
water from a lake which was hardly exposed to
f a d contamination, and during the epldemic was
almost free. Hamburg was supplied with unfiltered
water drawn from the Elbe at a point beyond the
town. As the Elba is n tidal river, sewage pollution
would occasionally reach this point, and through
drinlring unfiltered water 1'7,000 of the inhab't1 ants
Were attacked by cholera. The death-rate at that
time is estimated a 9 13.4 pzr 1,000 of inhabitsnts.
Altona, situated nearer the month of the Elbe, drew
its water supply from a point below Hamburg.
Although the water supply was more grossly charged
with sewage than that of Hamburg, it was filtered
through sand beds before being supplied to the
houses, and Altona, like Wandsbeclr, escaped almost
free. Radical nieasures were then taken for the purification of the Hamburg water supply, and it is
significant that the death-rate from typhoid, which in
1890 WAS twenty-eight in the 100,000, had fallen
t o six per 100,000 just six yenrj after.
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It is scarcely necessary to remind 'the present
audience that it was in the year 1836 Prederica
E'liedner,wifeof the Pastor of Eaiserswerth, animated
by the love of her kind, and the faith which removes
mountains, bought a house with borrowed capital,
and, in spite o f ' opposition from the mayor and
people of the place, converted it into a hospital for
the reception of the sick, in which women could be
trained in the work of nursing without being subjected to the horrors abounding in the hospitals of
the time. The great work accomplished by this
woman of genius in her short span of life has
extended its beneficence to our own day, and no
trained nurse can stand upon German soil without
recalling that it was in this country that the
fouudations of the modern system of nursing were
laid. I t was at Kaiserswerth that our own great
Elizabeth Fry, and later Miss Florence Nightingale,
studied the principles underlying the work which
had proved a signal success, and adapted them to the
needs of our own country, which in its turn handed
them on to the great American Ilepublic. Thus,
wherever nursing exists, as a skilled profession fm
women, the name of Fredprica Tliedner must be
held in honbur and veneration.
I n what good stead the knowledge gained at
Kaiseromerth served 3liss Nightingale in her subsequent work in the Crimea all the world I ~ O W S ,
and in 1857 she flunded, in connectiori with St.
Thomas's Hospital, the Nightingde Training-school
for Xurses, with money raised by public subscription BS a testimonial to her work there.
Since that date nearly every hospital in Great
Britain has claimed to be a trainingschool for
nurses, for it speedily became apparent, not only
that the nursing of the sick could be more etficiently
performed by this method, but also that'ihe system
was a most economical one.
While progress has been wide in many hospitals
o n individual lines, we have as yet no co-ordinate
system of training or standard ,of instruction, and
we are now confronted by the fact that the very
success of the training-school method has occasioned a
neirdanger,foP nearly every hospital, whether general
or special, whether possessirig thc means of alfording
a thorough nursing dubation or not, and even many
- nursing hoxiies, advertise for, and obtain, proba.tioners, and snbsequenttly confer certificates upon
theill, while the public has no lneans of dirtinguishing hot wepi1 vnluahle tins a value1e:s c:ort.ifimte. I-
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